Holiday Club Workshops
Storytellers
Discover a world of mystery, fantasy and adventure, reading and discussing new exciting story books. Learn the art of storytelling
and wow your friends and families with your new-found skills. This is a fantastic grounding for story writing in the higher years.

Monster Maths
Looking at mathematics through a completely different lens. Who knew maths could be fun and exciting! Explore the many ways
maths can be applied to the real world through shopping, measuring, timing and much, much more.

Creative Writing
Ever wondered why Roald Dahl’s books are so fun to read? Or why Harry Potter is so exciting? Creative writing looks at famous
authors and shows you all the tricks to create suspense, set a scene and capture your reader’s attention and imagination.

Super Science
How do magnets work? How do you make a tie-dye T-shirt? What happens if you put sodium in water? Super Science will look at
many exciting and thrilling parts of science capturing many aspects across the disciplines of Biology, Chemistry and Physics.

Gymnastics
Gymnastics at the holiday club will be overseen by our highly trained Gymnastics coach. Work on your skills, in a safe and
controlled environment. Movement, rotation, balance, rhythm and technique will all be explored, allowing the children to
practice with confidence and with smiles on their faces.

Problem Solver
Got a problem? Get your kids to solve it! Super fun activities will get the children’s minds working double time! Children will
be given intriguing challenges to try and solve, using teamwork and intellect to find the answer. Get your thinking caps on and
channel your inner Sherlock Holmes.

Arts, Crafts and Drama
For the Arts and Crafts feature, you will have the opportunity to experiment with a wide range of materials to draw, paint or even
sculpt. Then in our drama workshop, you will be able to learn all sorts of acting and presentation skills, giving you a head start for
School reviews, assemblies and plays.

Team Games
Team Games is a fun, active and teamwork-driven course, that will engage the children in ways they may not have experienced
before. From Night Patrol (a super-fun obstacle course, played in the dark) to Lemon Drop (a teamwork-based activity for all ages),
the children will learn new ways of communicating effectively, while having more fun than they’ve ever had before!

Cookery Masterclass
MasterChef – eat your heart out (excuse the pun)! Whether it be making the perfect lasagne or the chocoholic’s dream cake, this
cookery workshop will train you in all the essential skills to create a variety of culinary delights.

